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Multi-scale methods for reconstructing collective
shapes of digital diasporas
Quentin Lobbé1✉

The ICT revolution has impacted the way diasporic groups and individuals communicate and

interact with one another. Diasporas are now fueled by unlimited flows of digital contents

generated by daily activities or sudden historical events. As a natural result, the science of

migration has evolved just as much as its own subject of research. Thus, dedicated branches

of research like digital diasporas emerge at the crossroad between fields of social and com-

putational sciences. Thereupon, new types of multi-scale reconstruction methods are

developed to investigate the collective shapes of digital diasporas. They allow the researchers

to focus on individual interactions before visualizing their global structures and dynamics. In

this paper, we present three different multi-scale reconstruction methods applied to reveal

the scientific landscape of digital diasporas and to explore the history of an extinct online

collective of Moroccan migrants.
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Introduction

In 1985, A. Sayad documented an unexpected use of cassette
tapes: the mother of a young emigrant was regularly exchan-
ging recorded voice messages with her son instead of writing

him letters (Sayad, 1985). The recording system objectified her
words by making them more spontaneous and tangible. Through
this technical mean of communication, mother and son were
experimenting a new way of keeping long-lasting their remote
presence beyond borders.

Modern migration studies have established that migrant people
were the actors of a culture of bonds (Diminescu, 2008). Orga-
nized in diasporas, migrants place themselves in the center of
complex transnational networks by feeding economical connec-
tions, maintaining family relations, weaving cross-cultural iden-
tities or gathering pieces of collective memories. From the 1980s
to the 1990s, migrants demonstrated their ability to take advan-
tage of information and communication technologies (ICT);
ahead of their time, they ended up facing the 2000s’ digital shift
(Appadurai, 1996).

The ICT revolution has impacted our modern societies as a
whole (Borgman, 2003). However, the birth of this new world of
digital traces has also influenced the way diasporic groups and
individuals communicate and interact with one another (Risam,
2018). Diasporas are now fueled by unlimited flows of digital
contents (text messages, social networks footprints, hypertext
citations, etc.) generated by daily activities or sudden historical
events (Arab Spring, refugee crisis, natural disasters, etc.)
(Heller and Pezzani, 2014; Lobbé, 2018). Existing migrant
communities are therefore enriched by a wide variety of digital
layers: from structured networks of migrant Web sites to fuzzy
WhatsApp groups (Dekker et al., 2018; Diminescu, 2012); hence
completing the evolution of earlier forms of diasporic
organizations.

As a natural result, the science of migration evolved just as
much as its own subject of research. Scientific publications’ online
databases are scaling up and one can now browse through the
amazing richness of multidisciplinary archives. Researchers also
integrate large and heterogeneous data sets within their own
observations’ scope like scrapped Web contents or late-digitized
corpora of texts (Ben-David, 2012; Ceserani et al., 2017). How-
ever, if dealing with digital sources remains a technical and
methodological issue, we must not forget that guaranteeing the
quality of a sparse and mixed set of documents might be even
more difficult.

Dedicated fields of research have thus emerged and settled at
the crossroad between social and computational sciences. This is
the case of digital diasporas(Candidatu et al., 2019) for instance, a
field aiming to bring the questions of cross-language, cross-
platform and cross-cultural concerns to the fore of migration
studies by following quali-quantitative insights and socio-
technical approaches.

In this article, we want to investigate digital diasporas both as a
domain and object of research. However, how can we picture, in a
meaningful way, an entire research community as well as some of
its most representative publications? Is there a family of scientific
methods capable of achieving such goal? Can we also apply these
methods to the very own research subject driving the targeted
scientific community?

As an answer, we will follow a macro to micro investigation
path, a multi-scale movement. We will first reconstruct digital
diasporas as a global scientific landscape shaped by inter-
disciplinary publications. We will then focus on the historical
evolution of one of its sub-domain: a particular research branch
influenced by the connected migrant figure and focusing on online
representations of diasporas. We will finally give an example of a
study conducted within the scope of this branch, a study trying to

reconstruct the collective shape of a given diaspora from all the
various digital traces produced by its own members.

A specific multi-scale reconstruction method will be applied to
each section of this article, as these methods (see section “Multi-
scale reconstruction methods”) are well suited to reveal dyna-
mical and structural aspects of any collective organizations: from
communities of researchers to online networks of migrant Web
sites. We will use a semantic map for section “The scientific
landscape of digital diasporas”, a phylomemy for section “The
emergence of a socio-technical branch”, and explain how Web
fragments were used to produce the results of section “Recon-
struction of an extinct online migrant collective”. Our article will
thus have value for researchers looking for an overview of digital
diasporas’ research as well as a practical application of multi-scale
reconstruction methods within the scope of migration studies. We
think that the future of digital diasporas as a research domain
might be influenced by the promotion of these methods. Digital
diasporas is certainly an effervescent field1 that grows in maturity
by following promising insights; the present article have to be
seen in relation to this vibrant context.

Multi-scale reconstruction methods
Today’s diasporas are human artifacts driven by flows of infor-
mational data whose global shapes convey their own elements of
knowledge (Chavalarias, 2019). In the same way as ants or bees,
human societies are built upon a phenomenon called collective
intelligence: the aggregation of individual traces that help to
achieve complex tasks (Bonabeau, 1994). One of its core
mechanism is known as the stigmergy: i.e., the indirect coordi-
nation between an agent and an action through the environment
(Theraulaz and Bonabeau, 1999). The e-Diasporas Atlas for
instance, was a pioneer work dedicated to the exploration of such
a stigmergic environment: it revealed networks of migrants Web
sites connected one another by means of hypertext links
(Diminescu, 2012).

We, therefore, call reconstruction methods the generic techni-
ques used to reveal the collective shapes of such structures. Some
of these methods have been historically developed within the very
scope of migration studies while others have been influenced by
complex systems science. However, all of them have grown upon
multidisciplinary foundations and share a fundamental multi-
scale property. They indeed allow researchers to switch from one
scale of observation to another, to focus on individual interac-
tions, as well as collective and global organizations. Multi-scale
reconstruction methods can be defined as follows: understanding a
natural phenomenon or a complex object by means of both the
observation of patterns and analysis of processes. Multi-scale
reconstruction methods are then part of the larger family of
phenomenological reconstructions, which consist in finding rea-
sonable approximations of structures and dynamics of a phe-
nomenon, so that it could eventually be studied by researchers
(Bourgine et al., 2009).

Multi-scale reconstruction methods’ generic workflow. We start
by choosing a complex object O and selecting the properties we
want to observe and measure. Next, we collect an accurate set of
data (e.g., some digital traces of migration) that are later used to
reconstruct the targeted properties as a formal object R described
in a high-dimensional space (Chavalarias et al., 2020). We finally
apply a dimensional reduction on R to get a human-readable
visualization V, which will be analyzed by the researcher in the
end (Lobbé et al., 2020). The reconstruction chain O↦ R↦V is
an iterative process where each step can be refined in light of
future outcomes.
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Reconstruction methods concretely require the use of dedi-
cated software embedded within larger socio-technical protocols.
Some methods are already fully usable by sociologists, historians
or philosophers; others still remain at a prototype stage and call
for complex engineering handling. They are based upon textual
data: either late-digitized traces (letters, books, audio transcrip-
tions, etc.) or born-digital traces (Web pages, Web archives, social
media posts, etc.), but pure images and video are unfortunately
not yet taken into account. Let us now define the three methods
we are about to experiment: the semantic maps, the phylomemies
and the Web fragments.

Maps. We broadly call map the graphical outcome V of the
reconstruction as a network R of a set of actors O interacting
within a given environment. Usually taking the shape of a graph,
such maps might represent networks of people sending letters one
another, just as much as words semantically related within a
chosen corpus of texts. The use of networks in social science is an
already long-established technique (Moreno, 1934), but the most
recent progress in the field of complex systems have enriched it
by taking on board mixed multi-scale interactions (Delanoe et al.,
2014).

Various mapping tools are thus already available and some
strong research protocols have yet been successfully fulfilled in
the context of migration studies. Among others, the e-Diasporas
Atlas (Diminescu, 2012) used maps of migrant Web sites to
reconstruct the online representation of thirty different diasporas:
the relevant Web sites were semi-manually collected2 before being
aggregated as a set of collective networks through the software
Gephi(Bastian et al., 2009). As for them, semantic maps are maps
dedicated to the visualization of networks of terms, expressions or
concepts. They can be reconstructed within the software
Gargantext where large corpora of documents are processed by
means of text-mining algorithms (Delanoë et al., 2020). Extracted
words are thus projected in a multi-dimensional semantic
landscape and late visualized through Gephi (see section “The
scientific landscape of digital diasporas”).

Phylomemies. The phylomemy reconstruction aims to investigate
the temporal dynamics of a given corpus of textual documents
(Chavalarias and Cointet, 2013; Chavalarias et al., 2020) by
revealing the internal evolution of its vocabulary. As well as being
constructed upon strong mathematical foundations, phylomemies
have also been influenced by social sciences concerns as they are
part of the co-word analysis framework (Callon et al., 1991).
Phylomemies have recently been enriched with a set of multi-
scale properties and can now encompass several levels of aggre-
gation (Chavalarias et al., 2020).

To that end, the researcher first chooses the scope of her corpus
O by constructing an home-made database or by requesting an
existing one (e.g., an online collection of scientific publications).
Within the free software Gargantext3, she semi-manually selects a
set of terms called map list that she later uses as foundations to
the upcoming reconstruction. Next, text-mining algorithms find
groups of terms jointly used during a shared period of time. An
inter-temporal matching is then applied between these groups
from one period to another in order to reconstruct their kinship
relations R. This results in a complex formal object called
foliation. The researcher is finally able to reduce this foliation to
visualize all the branches of inter-connected groups as an
evolutionary representation V of the internal dynamics of her
corpus. Within Gargantext, the researcher can browse the
phylomemy from a neophyte to an expert-oriented visualization
(see section “The emergence of a socio-technical branch”).

Web fragments. The Web fragments framework is dedicated to
the exploration of corpora of Web archives. A Web fragment is
a semantic and syntactic subset extracted from a given
archived Web page (Lobbé, 2018). It’s a coherent set of textual,
visual, audio or animated contents. A Web fragment should be
comprehensible on its own and must go with an associated set
of scrapped meta contents: an author, a title, an edition
date, etc.

First of all, the researcher frames the scope of her corpus of
Web archives O in terms of temporality, frequency and area (list
of Web sites and pages). She then defines one or more Web
patterns by selecting coherent sequences of HTML elements that
will be used to create the shapes of the upcoming Web
fragments. This could define an article, a post on a social media
or a set of commentaries written under a given video. Next, an
automatic process extracts the Web fragments from the archives
and determines the most accurate timestamp for each of them.
This results in the reconstruction of the original temporal
structure of the corpus as a collection of Web fragments R
stored within a dedicated search engine. Finally, the researcher
has to query the engine and requests a subset of Web fragments,
which she will be able to visualize by means of a map or a
phylomemy V.

The Web fragments framework as described above is still at a
prototype stage and requires strong engineering skills to be fully
handled (Lobbé, 2018) (see section “Reconstruction of an extinct
online migrant collective”).

The scientific landscape of digital diasporas
Digital diasporas as a research domain is an emerging field that
falls within the larger scope of migration studies. Like several
contemporary fields, digital diasporas covers a wild variety of
mixed subjects and practices that are challenging to depict as a
whole. In what follows, we will use a semantic map to reconstruct
the scientific landscape of digital diasporas. By doing so, we will
corroborate the observations of past works (Pisarevskaya et al.,
2020; Porter and Rafols, 2009) that already have shown the recent
hybridization of migration studies—and science as whole—due to
interdisciplinary research conducted at the edges of classical
tracks. However, unlike these past works, we will focus on the
textual content of the publications—without any citations data
(Porter and Rafols, 2009)—and reveal their semantic evolution in
a continuous way (see section “The emergence of a socio-
technical branch”), as an alternative to existing temporal series of
topics (Pisarevskaya et al., 2020).

Corpus. We start by broadly defining the scientific borders of
digital diasporas with a set of generic keywords such as migration,
diasporas, smartphone or digital technologies before building a
more complex query4. This query is then used for browsing
through the related literature available in academic databases. We
first elect the Web of science (Wos) as a starting point for
reconstruct a landscape of digital diasporas’ research—the Wos
has the advantage of being accessible online and covers a wild
variety of international journals in the field of social sciences and
sociology. We consolidate this primary perimeter by combining it
to the English language section of the french Hyper Articles en
Ligne (Hal) database. We limit our harvesting to English written
papers because, in its current stage of development, Gargantext
cannot deal with cross-language contents. Furthermore, though
scientific databases provide poor quality meta-data for papers
published before the 1990s, we think that digital diasporas’
publications are barely concerned by this bias5 as they have been
mainly written after the 2000s. By doing so, we retrieve from Wos
and Hal a collection of 2106 papers and their meta-data (titles
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and abstracts) that we later reduce with a manual pruning to a
definitive corpus of 1562 documents6 published between the
1980’s and April 2020. As most of the scientific databases are
unfortunately still not open-access, we recognize that our corpus
couldn’t be considered as fully representative (English written
papers only, well established journals, etc.), but we make the
assumption that the resulting landscape will yet give evidence of
the main digital diasporas’ research trends. Our method indeed
focuses on vocabulary uses from a statistical point of view, which
means that even if we have omitted an important paper, we might
eventually catch its ideas and concepts because they have spread
among contemporary publications and thus have influenced the
whole semantic evolution of the field.

Within Gargantext, we next select a list of 325 terms7,
expressions or concepts extracted from the meta-data of all the
papers. We use these terms as foundations for the upcoming
semantic map by asking Gargantext to calculate their
corresponding distributional similarity. The distributional
similarity is a linguistic metric used to study terms that belong
to the same class of meanings (Gaume, 2004). Here, it leads to
the creation of a paradigmatic landscape, i.e., it highlights the
similarity between fields of research that are sharing the same
methodologies, although they focus on different objects of
study. The resulting map aims to reveal all the research
communities that make up the digital diasporas by sharing
common practices.

A cross-disciplinary domain of research. The Figure 1 shows
the reconstructed scientific landscape of digital diasporas.
This is a graph where academic terms are represented by
dots connected one another thanks to the strength of their
distributional similarity. The size of the dots depends on the
value of a page rank calculated by Gephi to highlight the most
central terms. We number six main clusters (Fig. 1, cluster
No.1 to No.6), i.e., groups of terms strongly connected to
each other, but poorly linked with the rest of the network. We
now review all these clusters and their corresponding
communities.

The digital diasporas is a model of fragmented domain of
research. It grows at the crossroad between anthropology, media
studies, sociology and computer sciences and brings their
respective practices to the fore of migrations issues. However,
the whole community does not seem to arrive at a consensus
concerning the meaning of digital diasporas as a terminology.
Indeed, the cluster containing the terms digital diasporas
(cluster No. 3) is sparse and somehow central though secondary
in the map. Digital diasporas can in fact be seen as a modern
label introduced to cover all the transformations of human
migrations induced by the use of digital technologies (Bernal,
2014). It aims to highlight hybrid researches that question the
diasporic-self of migrant people regarding new forms of cross-
cultural identity, digital spatiality and online organization
(Candidatu et al., 2019; Ponzanesi, 2020). Despite the blurry
borders of digital diasporas the map still witnesses an intense
and vibrant scientific activity from classical sociological
approaches to digital-born methodologies.

For instance in cluster No. 4, the specificity of digital
communication (memes, gifs, emojis, etc.) is investigated regarding
multi-language concerns (Artamonova and Androutsopoulos,
2019), media studies and technical design practices. This new
form of semiotic complexity gives promising insights to explore
today’s hybridization of migrations. Indeed, with the digitization of
human interactions the figure of the migrant has evolved to
become more unpredictable and complex (Diminescu, 2008). The
characterization of diasporic groups now results from the

aggregation of their individual and collective traces produced by
their relations one another and with the whole society.

Thereupon, the scientific community embodied by cluster
No. 5 makes an intensive use of tweets and social media data to
study the relations between migrations and political mobiliza-
tions. They analyze political public discourses or the evolution
of elements of vocabulary that circulate within the media
sphere. They focus on major historical events (Arab spring,
Syrian war, refugee crisis) through the lens of extracted textual
contents that are later processed by data mining techniques
(Dekker et al., 2018; Rohde et al., 2016). Owing to the ICT
revolution, our societies are now able to follow the live
proceeding of these crisis and the 2000’s digital shift has
disrupted the classical notions of public spaces, debates and
discourses. Pro- and anti-migrants face each other on the Web
Digital technologies have increased the capacity for migrant
and non-migrant people to become actors of national and
international political actions (Siapera, 2019; Thomas et
al., 2019).

However, the unprecedented amount of data produced by wars
and crisis does not only consist of tweets and facebook posts; the
researchers of cluster No. 5 also investigate the status of
humanitarian data in the context of emerging forms of
technocolonialism and technological solutionism (Madianou,
2019; Morozov, 2013). An asylum seeker might thus be the
source of a huge volume of personal data whose property and
exploitation induce security, political and mercantile concerns
(Macias, 2019).

From another angle, the personal data of young migrant
people become in cluster No. 2 the key to investigate their own
digital spaces (Baran, 2018; Lorenzana, 2016). Immersed in our
information societies, these individuals are facing a continuous
transformation of their cultural identities. Sociologists and
anthropologists there investigate the way the smartphones are
merging and blowing away the borders of old diasporic heritages
and past collective memories. There is no more immutable
identity but a set of complex and moving cross-cultural
constructions. Researchers use interviews and participant
observations to question the self-representation of second
generation migrants, young refugees or woman workers in light
of their social media habits (Peile and Hijar, 2016). The digital
contents, that one chooses to follow or promote with her mobile
device, are scientific materials later analyzed to reconstruct
individual narratives. The understanding of such virtual self-
spaces might be a key to avoid social isolation or margin-
alization (Zhang, 2013).

On the contrary, researchers from cluster No. 1 distance
themselves from individuals to put migrant people back in the
center of their social networks (Giulietti et al., 2013). There,
migrants are considered as actors interacting within a complex
environment where they can develop strong and weak ties from
home countries to host societies. By the end of the 1990’s, new
means of communication like cell-phones, online messages or
voice recordings enriched the access capital of diasporic groups.
Shortly afterwards, sociologists demonstrated how migrant people
were able to use such devices to consolidate their personal
networks beyond borders (Diminescu, 2002; Impey, 2013). Social
network analysis thus benefited from the addition of digital data
exploration mixed with long-established social sciences meth-
odologies: surveys, semi-structured interviews or focus groups.
Nowadays, digital diasporas keep up investigating classical
concerns of migration studies (geographical mobility, gender
issues, social capital, etc.) through the lens of social network
theory (Pathirage and Collyer, 2011; Shakhsari, 2011). However,
its encounters with large and automatic network analysis
techniques, promoted by computer sciences, still remains an
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open challenge: specific vocabularies and approaches have to be
shared.

One community, however, succeeded in creating a fully
hybridized research methodology. Gathered around the outcomes
of the e-Diasporas Atlas, scientists from cluster No. 6 are
conducting digital-born analysis on top of crawled and archived
Web materials. We will next use the phylomemy reconstruction
to highlight the history of this community.

The emergence of a socio-technical branch
We now move to a diachronic representation of digital diasporas’
scientific landscape by means of a phylomemy. We therefore
switch from a macro to mezzo scale of observation to understand
the temporal relationships between the various digital diasporas’
research branches. To that end, we reuse the corpus and the list of
terms previously shaped (section “Corpus”) and we ask Gar-
gantext to distribute the papers among constant periods of time.

Fig. 1 Map of the 1562 publications related to the digital diasporas and extracted from the Web of Science using a distributional similarity metric.
Generated with Gargantext and spatialized with Gephi.
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Within each period, a set of text-mining algorithms extracts
groups of terms frequently used together by the researchers
(Chavalarias et al., 2020). A temporal matching task then weaves
kinship connections between these groups throughout time. It
results in the creation of a phylomemy made of 222 terms, 156
groups and 26 branches. The phylomemy has to be read from top
to down, from the past to the present days. There, groups of
terms are represented by dots and we call branch a full set of
groups connected by kinship lines. Such a lineage is made to
reveal the evolution of a sub-field of research. The Fig. 2 displays
the overall shape of the phylomemy and is manually annotated to
facilitate its reading8.

The phylomemy bears witness of the progressive integration of
ICTs data among classical migration studies from the 1980’s to
the 1990’s (group No. 5). The 2000’s digital shift then brought its
share of diasporic traces; used shortly afterward to enrich the
analysis of social networks and migrant trajectories (group No. 4).
New structured branches appeared in the late 2000’s by bringing
to the fore cross-languages concerns (group No. 1), while interests
for digital self-spaces and identities had to wait until the present
days to become incredibly investigated by the community (group
No. 2). For its part, the socio-technical branch we now want to
focus on (group No. 3) has grown alongside it’s own subject of
research; namely, the diasporic Web.

At the beginning of the 2000’s, the Web and its constitutive
elements (sites, forums, databases, etc.) slowly became a source of
scientific materials for the comprehension of migrations (Tyner
and Kuhlke, 2000; Van den Bos and Nell, 2006). Simultaneously,
the dedicated research group TIC-Migration appeared under the
coordination of the sociologist D. Diminescu (Diminescu, 2008).
Altogether, they wanted to investigate the new communication
habits of diasporic groups and, among others, the singular status
of hundreds of migrant Web sites and their digital-born
mechanism of citation: the hypertext links. Incorporated within
complex networks of pages and online resources, these Web sites
were diasporic hubs, places to share collective memories or vec-
tors of political claims (Scopsi, 2009). By navigating throughout
hypertext citations, it was at the time possible to explore wide
constellations of Web territories. Visit after visit, personal Web
sites of migrant individuals ended up as essential portals for entire
diasporic communities.

After a decade of pioneer insights, the TIC-Migration group
widened to become a collective of 80 researchers and engineers
who then focused on the creation of the e-Diasporas Atlas
(Diminescu, 2012). The Atlas was an unprecedented effort to
cartography thousands of migrant Web sites related to tens of
diasporas9. A migrant Web site was defined as a Web site created
or managed by migrants or that was dealing with them. An e-
Diaspora was, for its part, a network of migrant Web sites

connected one another by hypertext links. It was a migrant col-
lective that organized itself first and foremost on the Web. In
order to build the Atlas, the researchers made up an innovative
socio-technical protocol at the crossroad between social and
computational sciences. For instance, the software Gephi came
out of these dedicated developments and, from that moment, has
kept influencing many reconstruction methodologies like
semantic maps or to a lesser extend phylomemies.

But back in the early 2000’s, while they were investigating the
diasporic Web, researchers frequently witnessed the total or
partial disappearance of some of their targeted Web sites. Indeed,
the Web has always been an ephemeral environment where entire
online collectives can vanished in the blink of an eye. As a matter
of fact, it was decided to enrich the e-Diasporas Atlas with a Web
archival section (Laflaquière et al., 2005). Thanks to the french
National Audiovisual Institute (INA), all the sites indexed by the
Atlas were thus automatically archived in dedicated databases.

Since 2015, new researches have finally begun to dive into this
corpus of millions of migrant Web archives. The resulting studies
question the evolution of the divers e-Diasporas regarding Web
uses, languages and historical events. The Web fragment method
makes it now possible to navigate across the internal dynamics of
migrant Web sites’ archives and follow online cultural changes
throughout time.

Reconstruction of an extinct online migrant collective
After having pictured the whole landscape of digital diasporas’
studies and traced the particular history of the e-Diasporas’
community, our article will finally fulfill its review by moving to a
micro scale of observation. We will go through an example of
socio-technical analysis that succeed in exploring the e-Diasporas
Atlas’ corpus of Web archives. By using the Web fragment
method10, this study has reconstructed the temporal evolution of
the Moroccan e-Diaspora11: an online migrant collective origin-
ally analyzed by D. Diminescu and M. Renault.

The Moroccan e-Diaspora. Mapped in 2008, the Moroccan e-
Diaspora is a network of 156 Web sites connected by 397
hypertext citations. Mostly written in french, the sites are divided
in three categories: 1. associations and NGO’s pages, 2. institu-
tional and governmental platforms, and 3. individual blogs. We
count 47 blogs that are covering a wide number of themes, such
as local development, national politics, intimate stories or daily
life considerations.

Ten years later, the Moroccan e-Diaspora has irreversibly
changed. Indeed, if we focus on the state of the blogosphere after
rediscovering it in 2018, we effectively count 19 dead blogs, 23
abandoned ones and only 5 still alive12.

Fig. 2 Phylomemy of 1562 publications related to the digital diasporas and extracted from the Web of Science. Generated by Gargantext and manually
annotated.
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We are facing the remnants of an extinct online collective,
which has partially died out and a question comes to light: what
happened to the dead Moroccan blogs in the course of the past
decade? For the moment, two hypothesis can be formulated: 1.
the blogs have purely and solely vanished; their owners,
communities and contents are now out of the Web; 2. the blogs
have been changed into something else or have migrated
somewhere else.

With this in mind, is there a way to find the past traces of this
disappearance and reconstruct the history of the dead Moroccan
blogs? Hopefully, the e-Diasporas Atlas and, by extension, these
blogs have been conscientiously archived by the INA between
2010 and 2014.

Web archiving and Web fragments. Web archiving is almost
as old as the Web itself. Popularized by the Internet Archive and
its Wayback machine since 199613, today’s Web archives are
maintained by national libraries, private companies, non-
commercial initiatives or citizens (Brügger and Milligan, 2018;
Musiani et al., 2019). Some corpora are public and freely available
for consultation, while others are closed or restricted for research
purposes, such as the e-Diasporas one. Broadly speaking, a Web
archive can be pictured as a screenshot of a Web page taken by a
robot—called crawler—at a specific moment of time and stored
within a dedicated database. The resulting shape of a corpus of
Web archives depends on both the crawling mechanism and the
storage technique14. In what follows, we refer to the specific INA’s
crawler and DAFF file format (Drugeon, 2005). At the INA, in
order to archive an entire Web site, the crawler has to frequently
collect all its constituent pages provided they evolve since their
last harvesting (Lobbe, 2018). For instance, a comment might
have been added and a post might have been deleted. A Web
archival process thus requires considerable engineering handling
and might also induce quality, coherence or timestamping issues.

We first extract from INA’s corpus the archives of the blogs
captured between 2010 and 2014. To complete our primary
source of data, we enrich them with a side collection from
Internet Archive, for the period ranging from 2014 to 2018. The
resulting set of hundreds of thousands of Web records are then
fragmented by a dedicated engine, which gives us the possibility
to query Web fragments published until 200615. Indeed, by using
the Web fragments framework, we are able to extend the
temporal scope of a sparse corpus of Web archives and
reconstruct its lost continuity.

As previous studies suggested the possibility of a mutation of
migrant blogs into new forms of social media (Khouzaimi, 2015),
we then focus our investigations on Web fragments that could
include traces of social network. We thus use pattern matching
and regular expression techniques to retrieve the most accurate
fragments. In other words, we look for all the facebook
comments, twitter widgets or youtube links that might be
contained inside the archives of the blogs: within the HTML
code or among the CSS style sheets16 Finally, the resulting
fragments are temporally sorted and then manually analyzed.

The traces of a digital mutation. When blogs started to embed
social media mechanisms within their own architectures, traces
of social network accounts came in their internal code: i.e, a like
button was somehow always linked to a unique facebook or
twitter account. Nowadays, these technical clues bear witness of
a time when digital borders between old blogs and new type of
social media were not so distinct, a time when blogs owners
started to share their original contents by means of social fea-
tures. By following the same insight throughout the Web frag-
ments, we are thus able to find 33 social media accounts still

used in 2018 and connected to 20 of the dead Moroccan blogs as
shown by Fig. 3.

Twitter and facebook outshine this new distribution of social
media accounts, while youtube and pinterest remain kite
confidential. Owing to a wide offer of social media, we notice
that the diffusion of online diasporic contents is now fragmented
and specialized by expression means or target audience. A given
diasporic content can be first live recorded and published on
youtube before being shared on twitter, rather than just being
written online on a blog. However here, we have to warn our
readers that our methodology cannot be considered as exhaustive.
Indeed, if the owners of the dead blogs did not choose to link
their old Web sites with their new social networks, we are
therefore not able to find traces within the Web fragments. We
will thus pay attention to the global tendencies.

The Moroccan blogosphere is well and truly an extinct online
collective: the blogs are de facto no longer there. However, instead
of a total disappearance, we reveal that the owners of the blogs
have moved from one Web territory to another, from the space of
the blogs to the space of social media. The Fig. 4 highlights this
digital migration from the left to the right, where 2008’s blogs
(circles) step down in favor of 2018’s social networks (squares).

There, the topology of the past blogosphere has been recreated.
Indeed, if we focus on the 2018’s twitter accounts, we see that
both the follower/following connections (Fig. 4, red links) and the
old hypertext links (blue links) are overlaid on each other. By
using a measure of density17, we reveal that the internal
connectivity of the community has increased by going from
0.16 on the blogs to 0.24 on twitter. We are next able to
approximate the country of origin18 of the followers of each of
the new twitter accounts to check that the diasporic property of
the blogosphere has also been imported. The Fig. 5 thus displays
the distribution of each twitter community by country of origin.
On the whole, the new twitter accounts are followed by a large
proportion of Moroccan people and foreigners or migrants living
abroad, as we count 10 other nationalities. In detail, we use the
Web fragments to show that, at least, 15% of the people who
commented 26% of the posts published on the political blog larbi.
org in 2008 have been following its new twitter account in 2018.

So during this digital migration, the owners of the past
diasporic blogs have imported their own community with them
on twitter. The major part of this extinct collective has thus
started over on new social media by preserving their past digital
identities (pseudonyms, avatars, contents, etc.). The Moroccan
e-Diasporas is somehow still there online, despite all its
subsequent mutations. Some key forums and hubs of the
network have faced many external shocks and yet outlive the
rest of the collective, such as yabiladi.com and bladi.net. Their
ability to gather the daily life of Moroccan emigrants might be
the key of their longevity.

However, we would have difficulty to say why the digital
migration of the blogs occurred. Some clues found inside the
Web archives might indicate that the Moroccan part of the Arab
spring could have played a major role, but it is insufficient to
draw a general conclusion. A plausible answer could be here the
conjunction between political events and the historical tendency
of the Web to prevail social media over old blogs. Qualitative
interviews of the blogs owners may give us new insights in the
future.

Discussion
The multi-scale reconstruction methods used in section “The
scientific landscape of digital diasporas” and section “The emer-
gence of a socio-technical branch” are generic by nature. They
can be applied for reconstructing the landscape and history of any
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research domain as long as we can access to related textual
contents like a corpus of publications. In what follows, we will
rather discuss ways of applying such methods to the research
objects and topics of digital diasporas in the manner of section
“Reconstruction of an extinct online migrant collective”. How can
integrate these methods within the scope of classical migration
studies? How can they enrich and complete qualitative analysis?

Multi-scale methods of reconstruction are quali-quantitative by
nature. They first have been historically influenced by social
sciences before using computer sciences to grow up and investi-
gate larger corpora. However, such methods should not be con-
sidered as magical solutions. They have to be integrated into
socio-technical protocols and implemented in collaboration with
researchers and engineers. A socio-technical protocol is a scien-
tific workflow that strives for analyzing wide and heterogeneous
cultural data sets in the light of social sciences knowledge. Even if
the means are usually technical, the outcomes have to be equally

defined and understood by technical and non-technical scientists.
At every stage, one should be able to act regarding its own
domain-specific knowledge and conduct any qualitative valida-
tion of the quantitative results. For instance, half of the tasks
fulfilled to obtain the visualizations of section “The scientific
landscape of digital diasporas” and section “Reconstruction of an
extinct online migrant collective” are the results of qualitative
manipulations and expert knowledge.

Like microscopes or telescopes, multi-scale reconstruction
methods are scientific tools of observation. A socio-technical
protocol that would be using such methods, should therefore
follow an iterative process. That is, a workflow where each
transitional outcome can be refined or questioned in light of new
insights, a workflow where the data analysis process does not
break the link with the original sources. Reconstruction methods
are thus flowing and reversible: it is always possible to go back
and read the original documents. While classical exploration

Fig. 3 From blogs to social media. A list of the blogs alive in 2008 facing their respective social network accounts in 2018.

Fig. 4 A digital migration. The blogosphere in 2008 facing the blogosphere in 2018.
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methodologies (Fry, 2004; Tukey, 1977) gradually transform the
corpora into orphan visualizations, the O↦ R↦V chain (section
“Multi-scale reconstruction methods”) guarantee a new form of
continuous tangibility with the digital traces (Lobbé et al., 2020).
Reconstruction methods give an overview of the collective shapes
of complex objects; and in the same time, they allow to focus on
specific individual interactions. However here, we must also avoid
the black box effect of software by deconstructing their opera-
tions, finding comparable measures and enabling the repeatability
of results.

Actually, the implementation of a socio-technical protocol is a
question of epistemological translation. Is there a way to create a
common scientific language for conducting cross-disciplinary
researches, without dealing with the prevalence of one domain
over another? Can we create a cross-dictionary of scientific
concepts from technical concerns to social sciences involve-
ments? A promising insight might be to include, within our
protocols, researchers trained to make scientific translations
from one community to another and able to use cross-
disciplinary methods. We can already draw our inspiration
from ad hoc experiments, such as the e-Diasporas Atlas and its
recent outcomes. The digital diasporas as a research domain
seems therefore to be the perfect field to keep investigating these
cross-disciplinary questions.

Conclusion
By using digital diasporas as a common thread, we have reviewed
both the emergence of a cross-disciplinary research domain and
given an example of how to reconstruct extinct online migrant
collective from Web archives. To achieve this goal, we have used a
particular family of scientific methods: the multi-scale recon-
struction methods whose some originally appeared within the
scope of migration studies. Digital diasporas as a research domain
has got used to the evolution of ICT and has bring the 2000’s
digital shift to the fore of migration studies. Innovative methods
such as semantic maps or phylomemies can now be used for
investigating new forms of digital migrant traces and the Web
fragment framework has paved the way for large quantitative
analysis of Web archives.

However, these methods outgrows the scope of digital dia-
sporas. The observation of the scientific landscape of today’s
migration studies bears witness of a vibrant community which is,

in fact, addressing larger contemporary research questions.
Indeed, due to the pandemic of COVID-19, our societies have
been forced to experiment a form of presence beyond distance
that was once only reserved to migrant people. During the global
lockdown, people have briefly learned how to recreate individual
and collective relationships by means of digital devices, in the
same way as diasporic groups did ten or twenty years ago. We
could thus investigate the upcoming digital habits of 2020’s global
humanity in the light of digital diasporas methodologies; and by
doing so, influence the future of social sciences.

Data availability
In section “Corpus”, the full corpus can be downloaded at https://
gitlab.iscpif.fr/qlobbe/publication-resources/blob/e694f68c2d599a
bff9e13ceef074897d9f9b464e/digital-diasporas-2020/corpus.csv
and the list of terms can be downloaded at https://gitlab.iscpif.fr/
qlobbe/publication-resources/blob/e694f68c2d599abff9e13ceef07
4897d9f9b464e/digital-diasporas-2020/list.csv. In section “The
emergence of a socio-technical branch”, the phylomemy can be
downloaded at https://gitlab.iscpif.fr/qlobbe/publication-resourc
es/blob/479d63df22fadaa06bbe51cad86601b61ba5ae54/digital-
diasporas-2020/phylomemy.svg.
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Notes
1 See the program of the 2019 Digital Diasporas Interdisciplinary Perspectives
conference for a brief overview (https://crosslanguagedynamics.blogs.sas.ac.uk/
digital-diasporas/).

2 See Navicrawlerhttps://medialab.sciencespo.fr/en/tools/navicrawler/.
3 See the beta version https://gargantext.org/.
4 The whole query is: “digital diasporas” OR “e-diasporas” OR ((“migration” OR
“diasporas” OR “diasporic communities” OR “immigrant” OR “migrant” OR
“refugees” OR “transborder” OR “transnational” OR “diasporic”) AND (“digital
technologies” OR “social network” OR “social media” OR “new media” OR
“information and communication technologies” OR “smartphone” OR “cellphone”
OR “telephone” OR “blog” OR “web archives” OR “digital methods” OR “digital
platforms” OR “digital humanities”)).

5 In the Fig. 2, we only have access to the titles of the papers written before 1990.
6 See the full corpus https://gitlab.iscpif.fr/qlobbe/publication-resources/blob/
e694f68c2d599abff9e13ceef074897d9f9b464e/digital-diasporas-2020/corpus.csv.

Fig. 5 Preserving a diasporic aspect. The geographical distribution of the blogosphere’s followers on Twitter in 2018.
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https://crosslanguagedynamics.blogs.sas.ac.uk/digital-diasporas/
https://crosslanguagedynamics.blogs.sas.ac.uk/digital-diasporas/
https://medialab.sciencespo.fr/en/tools/navicrawler/
https://gargantext.org/
https://gitlab.iscpif.fr/qlobbe/publication-resources/blob/e694f68c2d599abff9e13ceef074897d9f9b464e/digital-diasporas-2020/corpus.csv
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7 See the full list https://gitlab.iscpif.fr/qlobbe/publication-resources/blob/
e694f68c2d599abff9e13ceef074897d9f9b464e/digital-diasporas-2020/list.csv.

8 See the phylomemy as a SVG file https://gitlab.iscpif.fr/qlobbe/publication-resources/
blob/479d63df22fadaa06bbe51cad86601b61ba5ae54/digital-diasporas-2020/
phylomemy.svg.

9 See http://www.e-diasporas.fr/.
10 This section is an extract from a vaster study conducted by Q. Lobbé in 2018 (Lobbé,

2018).
11 See the map http://maps.e-diasporas.fr/index.php?focus=section&section=5.
12 We call dead a blog no longer online and abandoned a blog, which has not been

updated since at least 2017.
13 See https://archive.org/.
14 For an in-depth review of Web archiving techniques, please look at (Brügger and

Milligan, 2018; Lobbe, 2018; Musiani et al., 2019).
15 See the original paper (Lobbé, 2018) for technical details.
16 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cascading_Style_Sheets..
17 A dense graph is a graph in which the number of edges is close to the maximum, see

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dense_graph.
18 We use the tweet-location property of the twitter API.
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